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A magician's secrets are 
locked away in the basement 
of the State Library. 

Words Peter Barrett 
Photography Rodger Cummins 
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In the labyrinth of collection rooms, conservation 

laboratories and temperature-controlled storage spaces 
beneath the State Library of Victoria. there is a caged annexe 

behind a locked door. It holds the W.G. Alma Conjuring 
Collection: some 12,000 items of magicana bequeathed to 
the library by magician Will Alma, who died in 1993. Browse 

the shelves and you'll find titles such as The Amazing 
Power of Hypnosis. Goldston·s Magical Quarterly and the 
Encyclopaedia of Cigarette Tricks. Alma stipulated that much 

of his bag of tricks remain off-limits to the general public; 

intricate models revealing the secrets of certain stage illusions 
are hidden in boxes, for magicians' eyes only. 

The library stores 85 shelf kilometres of books, half of 
which are at the University of Ballarat and the rest of which are 
here in Swanston Street, underground in the grand building 
designed by Joseph Reed and opened in 1856. 

In a room near Alma's annexe, collections are being 
recorded digitally: a librarian scans in the pages of political 
pamphlets from the 1800s; a colleague works with a map 
from the 186bs showing Albert Park as a swamp. The library 
aims to digitise 75 per cent of its Victorian history collection 
by 2010. (Keeping a record of what is published in the state 

is part of the library's legislative duty; periodically, it buys up a 
shelf-load from a lucky city news kiosk - girlie magazines and 

all .- to take a time-capsule snapshot.) 
,.: ' 0Uhper the ·southern end of the. building are what staff call 

the catacombs, arched foundations that were a repository 
for museum objects when the museum was based here, 
but which now house obsolete bookshelves and broken 

----~: ~·-cinformation 

furniture. The library was also once home to the National 
Gallery of Victoria; in what was the painting school, where 
Tom Roberts and Frederick McCubbin studied, you'll now find 
a conservation laboratory. It is filled with interesting-looking 

devices: a guillotine with a blade more than a metre long; 
a giant microscope; fume extractors; sewing frames (for 
sewing book spines); and a gadget that looks like a Get Smart 
cone of silence (it's a vacuum table for washing paper). 

Billie Holiday's voice wafts from a radio but otherwise 

the room is quiet, a handful of conservators hunched over 
books in various states of repair. Katrina Ben has been working 
for the past year on a 13th-century manuscript (pictured left) 

from Perugia in Italy, cleaning the animal skin pages, putting 
them in order and stitching them together using linen thread 
and a packed stitch, a technique similar to the original. She 

says she has dreams about removing glue from books. 
On another table, Ian Cox is peering through his spectacles 

at a leather-bound English manuscript from 1430. The vellum 
(sheep-. goat- or calfskin) manuscript contains a handwritten 
translation of a French text by a contemporary of Dante, 

Guillaume de Deguilevill~. titled The Pilgrimage of the Lyfe 
of the Manhode and The Pilgrimage of the Sowle. 

Cox is excited. if a little nervous, about finishing the book, 

which will be in an exhibition of medieval and Renaissance 
illuminated manuscripts, from March 28. at the library. 
"It's taxing, it's stressful and it's worth about $1 million," 

he says. "(The work) is highly public and all eyes are on you." 
He stands by his toil. though, and estimates that his restored 
book should last at least another 1000 years. 







browns, are found regularly in inner suburbs 
such as Ivanhoe, Kew and Abbotsford. 

Out at Tullamarine, Birkett drops the 
eastern brown into a calico bag and nestles 
it in a plastic toolbox, next to a red-bellied 
black snake he'd picked up from a job 
earlier in the day in South Morang. Out of 
earshot of the workers, Birkett confides that 
brown snakes give him the willies. "They get 
my heart going more than tigers," he says. 
"They'll try to strike you right in the face." 

With a wave to the men, he drives off 
in his white Subaru, bound for Craigieburn, 
where he will release the snake somewhere 
on public land, according to regulations, 
away from people and their pets. 

It's been a busy summer for snakes 

and snakebites in Melbourne - by March, 
Birkett estimates that he had attended about 
150 call-outs and fielded "hundreds more" 
phone calls. According to Dr Ken Winkel, 
director of the Australian Venom Research 
Unit at the University of Melbourne, dry, hot 
weather forces prey into urban areas for 
water, and the snakes follow. 

"Last summer, we had similar 
environmental conditions and we had one of 
the worst snakebite fatality summers for many 
years. Fortunately (this summer), we haven't 

Birkett confides 
that brown snakes 
give him the willies. 
"They'll try to strike 
you right in the face." 

had the deaths but we certainly had a lot of 
snakebite admissions to hospital." In Victoria, 
about 150 people are bitten and receive 
medical treatment each year; in the past six 
years, only three people have died. 

Birkett is on call throughout snake season 
(from November to April). When the weather 
is warm, the phone runs hot. "I can recall 
a time when I was trying to buy a wedding 
present for my niece," he says. "I knew 
what I wanted and I knew II could get it at 
Northland and it took me five goes over a 
two-day period to actually purchase the gift." 

Birkett was born in Cairns. His father 
was a butcher who became a publican. As 
a child, he says, he always had an interest 
in wildlife aAcl animals. He studied animal 
husbandry at the Uni','.ersity of Queensland 
and in 1975, aged 25, he talked his way 
into a horticulture job at Melbourne Zoo. 

A year later, he heard there was a position 
at the reptile house. He got the job, finding 
out later that no one else had applied. His 
other career, as a snake catcher, began in 
the mid-1980s out of financial necessity. 
He and his wife had just bought their first 
house, in Eltham, interest rates were going 
through the roof and they had decided his 
wife would stay at home full-time to care for 
their new baby. It had recently become illegal 
to kill snakes and during summer Birkett was 
fielding hundreds of calls from people who 
had snakes on their properties. 

One hot summer day in 1985, a Park 
Orchards man rang Birkett and pleaded 
with him to come and remove a tiger snake 
from his ceiling. Birkett didn't have a car and 
was due to go out to dinner with his wife 
but the man was desperate and promised 
to pick him up from the zoo and get him 
to the restaurant on time. "I climbed up 
into his ceiling ... right over to the corner 
where the iron meets the ceiling and it's 
full of birds' nests. I could see this part of 
a snake so I reached in with a pair of tongs 
and grabbed him and pulled him out and 
pinned him down." 

It turned out to be a large tiger snake 
that had been feasting on the nesting birds. 
By the time Birkett came down, there were 

Jon Birkett with a black-headed python. 
He tries to counter "the bullshit dinner 
party and barbecue snake stories". 

25 curious neighbours in the backyard 
who all wanted to see the snake. The man 
insisted on giving Birkett six bottles of red 
wine as payment - and delivered him to the 
restaurant on time. 

Later, Birkett swatted up on the local bylaws 
and approached the local council about 
snake-catching work. The ranger there was just 
"bloody relieved" that someone younger was 
interested in taking over (he was too old to be 
crawling under people's houses). He started 
referring all snake calls in the area to Birkett 
and the work flooded in. 

There are 27 species of snake in Victoria; 

only four are not venomous. Six are potentially 
fatal to humans, among them the deadliest 
snake in the world, the inland taipan. The 
good news, though, is the only Victorian 
sightings occurred in 1879, near Mildura at 
the junction of the Murray and Darling rivers. 
The brown snake - common in Victoria - is 
next on the list. The tiger snake weighs in at 
number five in the venom toxicity rankings. 
Brown snakes, tiger snakes, copperheads 
and black snakes are responsible for most 
dangerous snakebites in Victoria. 

All snakes are carnivorous and kill 
their prey either by injecting venom, by 
constriction or simply by eating them alive. ➔ 
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snakesalive 
0Epplng, handlers unloading 
February 2008 bags. II is presumed it 
A 40cm eastern brown escaped from one of 
snake is reported but the bags. 
not found in a social 

E) Lower Plenty, club. A week later, it 
turns up in a eorridor January 2008 
during a function. An 85cm li@er snake 

has to be flooded 
f) Radnor Street, out of a rabbit burrow 
Cambarwell, Febn1ary under a fibreglass 
2008 A 50cm, duck pond in a large 
escaped pet carpet poultry yard. 
python is found by G Johnson Street, a man leaving for 
work. It is trapped in a Richmond, January 
bird ca§e after killing 2008 A 1.5m black-

his daughter's pet headed python {an 
budgerigar, which was escaped pet) is 
too large for the python found in a garden 

to swallow. at midnight. 

0 Blahop Avenue, E) Epping, 
February 2008 Diamond Creek, 
A 30cm little whip January 2008 
snake is found A 90cm tiger snake 
slithering along is discovered by 
a hallway at a local home owners in their 

hospital. bathroom when going 
to brush their teeth. 

0 Baggage area, 
Melbourne Airport, C!) Alva Avenue, 
January 2008 Park Orchards, 
A 45cm python January 2008 
is discovered An 80cm tiger snake 
al midnight by is ·found by residents 
airport baggage in their garage. 

Before the development of snake anti-

venom in the 1930s, there was a multitude 

of so-called remedies for bites. Some of the 

more bizarre included strychnine, suction 

caps, alcohol, gunpowder, petrol, toad 

urine, and the juice of pig-face, a coastal 

groundcover plant. "Snakemen" once roamed 

the countryside, catching deadly snakes, 

performing shows and peddling their cures. 

Many were bitten, either accidentally or to 

show off their remedies. Plenty died. 

In Victoria, the Commonwealth Serum 

Laboratories (CSL) collaborated with the 

Walter and Eliza Hall Institute to produce 

the first anti-venom for tiger snakes in 

1930. Anti-venom for taipans followed in 

1955 and brown snakes a year later. Anti

venom is produced by injecting horses with 

small amounts of snake venom and then 

extracting the antibodies from their blood. 

It is around midnight on a hot Saturday 

evening in early January when the mobile 

phone rings. It is Birkett, who has just 

bagged a tiger snake in the bathroom of 

a Diamond Creek home and is now on his 

way to Richmond, where a woman claims 

to have a "white snake" in her front garden. 

Birkett is puzzled by the description (he has 

attended calls where people have mistaken 

life-like rubber replicas for the real thing) but 

we arrange to meet at the address in 20, 

minutes. We arrive to find an elderly Greek 

couple and their adult daughter standing in 

pyjamas and dressing gowns in the front 

garden of their house. Earlier, 80-year-old 
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0 Green Street, 2007 A 90cm tiger 

Ivanhoe, December snake is retrieved from 
2007 A 1.1 m tiger under the passenger 
snake is found under seat of a ute. The driver 
sheets of tin by a and passenger were 
couple cleaning up leaving to pick up 
their yard. takeaway pizza from 

the local shop.The 
G) Barry Street, pizza is cancelled. 
SouthYarra 
December 2001 ~ Vesey Street, 
A 1.3m diamond Bentlelgh Eaet, 
python is found November 2007 
in a backyard A 40cm corn snake 
basking in the sun is disc0vered by a 
after eating a bird. woman at 1 am in 

her home office. 
CD Plenty Road, Corn snakes are non-
South Morang, venomous, native to 
December 2007 North America a.rid 
A 90cm red-bellied illegal in Australia. 
black snake is found 

CE, Yarra Boulevard, by workmen on the 
footpath outside an Kew, November 2007 
elderly couple's unit. A 90cm tiger snake is 
They put a wheelie found in a backyard. 
bin over it. C Lucama Crescent, 
~ Regent Street, Alphlngton, October 
Prahran, November 2007 A 1 m tiger snake 
2007 An 85cm tiger is found in a front yard. 
snake is pinned 

$ Herald and Weakly to a wall by a man 
with a broom. Tlmee, Flshermana 

Bend, October 2007 
~ Mltchella Run, An 80cm tiger snake 
Doreen, November is removed. 

Christina Peroulis had wandered out to bring 

in her cat. When she bent down to pick 

up her pet she "saw a stick, but then it 

moved". Naturally, she got a fright, but she 

and her husband, Spiro, grabbed a rake 

and managed to steer the reptile into a 

tipped-over rubbish bin. 

There is a tense moment as the snake 

man takes his tools and heads over to the 

bin. He lifts the lid - and relaxes, reaching in 

with his hands to pick up the snake, which 

is 1.5 metres long. The rest of us reel back 

in horror. "It's a black-headed python," he 

says. "Probably a pet snake that got away." 

The next day, the python's owner surfaces 

after contacting animal rescue: he's Peter 

Harris, an IT professional who lives a few doors 

away. The snake, called Sneaky, appears 

to have head-butted its way through the air 

vent in her tank (a common behaviour for 

this species) and escaped out the open front 

door. Although a native of northern Australia, 

it is likely she was bred in captivity in South 

Australia, where many pet reptiles are bred. 

Early on a hot Sunday evening in February, 

Birkett calls again. This time a woman in 

Wattle Glen (near Diamond Creek) says she 

has a snake locked in the family's home 

office. Time is of the essence. Finding and 

losing a snake in your backyard is one 

thing but Birkett doesn't want to give the 

snake the chance to· get away now tbat it is

inside a house. He tells the woman to stuff 

a towel tightly under the door. When we 

arrive, Michele Owen explains that she had 

"Snake men" 
once roamed the 
countryside, catching 
deadly snakes, 
performing shows and 
peddling their cures. 

been on her knees under the desk when 

she encountered the snake. She had just 

unplugged the internet connection when 

she came face to face with it not more than 

60 centimetres away, nestled in a tangle of 

electrical cords. "He just looked up at me," 

she says. "I did a double-take. He was so 

close to the window that I had to make sure 

he was inside rather than outside. He was 

looking as concerned as I was." 

When Birkett opens the door, he sighs. 

The room is a jumble of overflowing boxes 

and old bags stuffed with photographs, 

knick-knacks and memorabilia. There are 

many places tor a snake to hide. Birkett 

methodically checks everything, dragging his 

hooking iron through the room, box by box. 

After an hour, the snake is still nowhere to be 

seen. He is about to give up, suspecting the 

snake has already escaped, when Owen's 

husband, Steve, takes a last-ditch look under 

the heavy sideboard. There it is: a small 

e~stern brown, coiled up on the faded carpet. 

Only 40 centimetres long, it is a juvenile, 

about a year or so old, but capable of killing 

a man. Birkett pounces on it with the pinning-

jigger - these small snakes are dangerous 

because they can move quickly. After a 

couple of pokes, he manages to control it. 

He picks it up at the head and shows the 

family, who have gathered for a look. 

A few days later, back at Melbourne Zoo, 

Birkett stresses how important it is to give 

people a chance to learn more about these 

animals, close up, in a controlled setting, so 

they have something to balance "the bullshit 

dinner party and barbecue snake stories" 

most of us are familiar with. 

It's not that he's in love with snakes. 

In fact, he was bitten for the first time last 

year. A tiger snake had hidden itself in the 

back garden of a Greensborough house. 

Birkett lost sight of it tor a moment, and 

grabbed it thinking he had the tail end. 

He didn't. Despite a bite to his palm he 

managed to complete the assignment and 

then asked the client to call an ambulance. 

He ended up at the Austin Hospital and 

was given four vials of anti-venom and, 

although he recovered well, eight days later 

he suffered from aching joints and muscle 

problems around his shoulder blades: a not 

uncommon complaint, called anti-venom 

sickness. For the next six months, he had 

nerve damage to his skin on both arms 

and legs. He has a colleague who lost his 

sense of taste and smell after being bitten 

by a red-bellied black snake. But he doesn't 

blame the snakes - they're wild animals 

after all. "I'm not trying to teach people to 

like snakes," he says. "I'm just trying to teach 

people to understand snakes." (m) 
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